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� The template is on 

your server

Click the advanced � Click the advanced 

templates button



� See the Nice Menu



� This file, and its sibling will 
be copied to your Domino 
server when you’re done.  
Use a good password – you 
won’t have to enter it when won’t have to enter it when 
you restart Domino.

� The entries in these fields are 
picky.  Make sure to read the 
help line as you’re entering 
the information





� Now Create A Certificate Request



� Make sure to log the 
request, so you can 
get back to it if you 
need a new copy of need a new copy of 
the request key.

� You almost always 
will be pasting this 
value into the CA’s 
website



� You want the whole 

text from “Begin” to 

“End” including 

those linesthose lines

� If you click ok and 

need to get this 

back, its in the log 

document





� Each CA will have their own byzantine 
process by which you must submit 
the certificate request.

� Most will need to verify you are who 
say you are.say you are.

� This is a tricky step, and you have to 
deal with poorly designed CA web 
sites. 

� GoDaddy, Verisign, and InstantSSL
are three of many CA’s to pick from.



� The CA will have a strange 
and painful process to give 
you the certificate.

� In this case, when I finally 
got it, it is in a certificate got it, it is in a certificate 
file.  

� I just open that file in 
NOTEPAD and copy the 
text.  

� Most CA’s will let you just 
get the certificate as text.



� You may have to select “View & Edit Key 

Rings” to open yours before you can proceed



� Install Certificate Into Key Ring





� You’ll get this from your CA Provider

� The Trusted Root is proof to that the actual 
certificate you have was issued by someone 
trustworthy even though they’re not the top trustworthy even though they’re not the top 
level certifier.



� Back to the CA who 

will give you a 

lengthy set of 

instructions to instructions to 

download their 

trusted root 

certificate.





� If you had to install trusted root certificates, 

you may not see this OK screen unless you re-

install your actual certificate at the end.

� It is ok to re-install your certificate if you want 

to be sure



� Copy your .KYR file and another file with the 
same first name by the extension .STH which 
you’ll find in the same directory – over to your 
Domino Data directory

� Remember, in Linux, to set its Owner and Group 
to ‘notes’ and its permissions to 644 so that the 
server can read it properly



� Reference the .KYR 
file (Key Ring) in 
your Internet Sites 
document for the document for the 
HTTP site you’re 
setting up!

� You have to restart 
the http task for 
this to take effect.
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